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BRIEF BIO 
Michael Bell is a renowned American artist, best known for his narrative series paintings and for his famous portrait 
clientele, which includes the late John Gotti, Dominic Capone III and numerous actors from hit television shows and 
movies such as the Sopranos, Goodfellas, A Bronx Tale and more. To view several collections of Bell’s work visit: 
http://mbellart.com 

HOW TO COMMISSIONING A PORTRAIT BY MICHAEL BELL 
Every work of art requires a unique approach. Contact Michael Bell to discuss your options for a portrait in acrylics or 
oils on paper or canvas / or a black & white charcoal drawing on paper. A 50% deposit and hi- resolution photograph 
of your subject is all that is needed to begin. The final 50% due upon completion. Anything is possible! 

PRICING BREAKDOWN (max size = 16" X 20" for works on paper) 
B/W charcoal drawing on paper = $3/sq inch | ex: 16" X 20" = $975 
Oil painting on paper = $4/sq inch | ex: 16" X 20" = $1,300 
Acrylic painting on canvas or OSB = $5/sq inch| ex: 16” X 20” = $1,650 
Oil painting on canvas or MDF = $6/sq inch | ex: 16" X 20" = $2,100  
*all prices include prep work/photographing/scanning/ paper/canvas/OSB/MDF = no hidden fees apply

B/W DRAWINGS ON PAPER (OPTIONS) 
9" X 12" = $325 
11" X 14" = $475 
16" X 20" = $975 

OILS ON PAPER (OPTIONS) 
9" X 12" = $450 
11" X 14" = $650 
16" X 20" = $1,300 

WHY A PORTRAIT BY MICHAEL BELL? 

ACRYLICS ON CANVAS/OSB (OPTIONS) 
30" X 40" = $6,000 
36" X 48" = $8,000 
60" X 60" = $15,000 
48" X 96" = $20,000 

OILS ON CANVAS/MDF (OPTIONS) 
30" X 40" = $7,000 
36" X 48" = $10,500 
60" X 60" = $21,500 
48" X 96" = $28,000 

This is his specialty. A portrait by Michael Bell is the perfect way to immortalize you or a loved one. Michael Bell's 
portraits communicate his subjects' stories visually. Backed by an extensive list of high profile celebrity portrait 
clientele, Michael Bell is the perfect choice to paint out your unique vision. 

CAN I SEE THE WORK IN PROGRESS? 
Yes. Your involvement in this wonderful process of creation is encouraged. Although a digital image will not due the 
original work justice, it is a good way to view your work in progress prior to shipment via e-mail. The process is an 
exciting one, and worth the priceless gift of immortalizing your loved one as a work of art! 

*the only thing pricing above does not include is shipping/handling.
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John Gotti “Shadow of my Father” 16” X 20” oils/paper Wedding Portrait 16” X 20” oils/paper 

Portrait of Viviana, 16” X 20” oils/paper Portrait of Lisa, 60” X 60” oils/canvas 

Referral Program: Secure a Portrait Commission for Michael Bell & earn a 20% agency fee upon completion! 
For more portraits visit: http://mbellart.com/portraits.html 

http://mbellart.com/portraits.html


P U B L I C I T Y   P H O T O S 

Michael Bell “Shadow of my Father” Portrait Unveiling in Manhattan with Peter J. Gotti, Charles Carnesi, Peter 
Lance, John A. Gotti (Junior), Mickey Rourke, John Gotti, Jr.

Michael Bell in Studio painting “Shadow of my Father” painting that made the cover of the New York Daily News 



Michael Bell “Stars & Cigars” Red Carpet Portrait Unveiling with “The Sopranos” to benefit Autism in New York, NY 

Michael Bell in Studio with “Blvd of Broken Queens” painting featuring Dominic Capone III 


